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THE CONCEPTUAL SHAPE OF THIS BOOK

SECTION 1
designing compositions rhetorically
Learn a process for making specific and detailed choices about any communication you compose. Learn how statements of purpose and design plans support you in developing confident communication and building the relations you want with others.

SECTION 2
researching to support composing
All composing requires research, which can involve digging into books and articles or observing or interviewing others. Strengthen your research abilities by watching one student research a topic and develop the research into a written paper, an oral presentation with a supporting slide show, and a photo essay; chapters on written, oral, and visual texts offer strategies specific to those particular kinds of texts. Learn, also, how to use research to support advocacy.

SECTION 3
analyzing the arguments of others
We use the examples of this section—posters, photographs, opinion pieces, essays, comics—to demonstrate analysis of different kinds of communication. Analyze these readings to learn more about strategies and approaches for making your own communication stronger—and for deciding whether you want to be persuaded by a text.

Your own productions
This book’s resources for analysis and composition are arranged to help you develop your own texts that do the work you want them to do.
PURPOSES OF THIS BOOK

We want to help you determine the most effective strategies, arrangements, and media to use in different communication contexts.

In this book, we offer a systematic approach for analyzing communication situations of all kinds. We offer concepts and vocabulary to help you make thoughtful choices in presenting visual, oral, written, and other multimodal communication. We hope to help you gain more confidence and fluency in communication.

In addition, because we believe communication always builds relationships among people, and because we see thoughtful and careful communication as central to citizenship, we present our approach to communication with a focus on civic advocacy.

We hope to support you in gaining a thoughtful and strong presence in the organizations, institutions, and practices that help shape the country and communities we share and nurture together.
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NEW to this edition

New readings and visual samples
Chapters 10–15 have almost all new readings and visual examples in addition to the previous editions’ texts that teachers and students told us were keepers.

New learning outcomes
Page 10 discusses the outcomes and how students might use them. On pages 11–16, we list each outcome, tied to its particular place in the book.

Enhanced focus on multimodality
A new chapter—chapter 9—pulls together the previous three chapters on writing, oral presentations, and visual communication to help students think directly about composing using different modes. In chapter 9, they can follow how a student composes a webpage using the research developed in chapters 5–8.

Enhanced rhetorical focus
In response to feedback from teachers and students, we have enhanced still further the rhetorical focus of this book. We’ve provided more sample rhetorical analyses and have enhanced the discussion of persuasion in chapters 1 and 10–15.

More student sample texts
We have continued to add student texts; the blue box to the right lists many—but not all—the sample student texts (we couldn’t fit them all!).

Research develops into a paper, an oral report, a photo essay, a webpage
In chapters 4 through 9, as part of the expansion of sample student writing, you can see how one student carries out research (including developing an annotated bibliography) and then uses that research to develop a draft and a final revision of a written research paper, an oral report with supporting slides, an argumentative photo essay, and a webpage.

Analyzing video
A new chapter—chapter 15—demonstrates how to analyze and write about videos.

“Reading and Responding Rhetorically”
Student writing rhetorically analyzes:
• a website, page 339
• movie posters, page 340
• advocacy posters, page 355
• a photographic essay, page 370
• editorials and opinion pieces, pages 394 and 402
• essays, pages 421 and 428
• videos, pages 456 and 458

Students developing texts
• In chapters 2–3, we show Renee working through the rhetorical process for composing as she develops a letter for the dean.

In chapters 4–9, we show Ajay carrying out the following work:
• In chapter 5, Ajay determines a topic and carries out his research on that topic, ending in an annotated bibliography.
• In chapter 6, Ajay develops a statement of purpose, a design plan, a first draft, and a revised draft of a research paper, based on the work shown in chapter 4.
• In chapters 7–9, Ajay develops a statement of purpose and a design plan that result in an oral research report with supporting slides, a photographic essay, a webpage.
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